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Chinese Americana

Expertly rebacked with original backstrip laid down.
Cloth rubbed and lightly soiled, corners bumped
and spine ends modestly worn. Occasional foxing
and soiling throughout, “Faro” plate with two
small closed tears to margin (image not affected).
Library stamp on titlepage. About very good.

“...true to that wonderful life in the Days of Gold” – Streeter
1. Borthwick, J.D.: THREE YEARS IN CALIFORNIA. Edinburgh and London:
William Blackwood and Sons, 1857. vi,[2],384pp. plus 16pp. of advertisements and
eight plates including frontispiece. Publisher’s blindstamped red cloth, spine gilt.

Borthwick, a Scotsman living in New York, was
struck with gold fever in 1851 and moved to California, where he lived for several years. There
is general agreement that this is one of the best
accounts of life in the mines. Wheat calls it “an
outstanding account of mining life,” while Streeter
says, “I do not know of another story by an actual
miner that is so well written and so true to that
wonderful life in the Days of Gold.” The handsome illustrations, drawn by the
author, depict card games, dances, mining operations, and Chinese immigrants.
GRAFF 358. SABIN 6436. HOWES B622. ZAMORANO 80, 8. HILL 156.
STREETER SALE 2817. COWAN, p.64. KURUTZ 65. WHEAT GOLD RUSH
21. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 143.
$1250.

Early Guide to Monterey
2. [California]: THE HAND BOOK OF MONTEREY AND VICINITY....A
COMPLETE GUIDE BOOK, FOR TOURISTS, CAMPERS AND VISITORS.
Monterey. 1875. 128,4,129-152pp. Square 16mo. Original printed wrappers.
Wrappers soiled, edgeworn, and lightly creased. Previous owner’s blindstamp on
titlepage. Pages opened roughly in a few instances, causing closed tears in lower
gutter, but not costing any text. Good. In a cloth chemise and a narrow quartosized slipcase, gilt leather label.
An early promotional pamphlet for Monterey and surrounding region, produced
before the onslaught of highly-illustrated promotionals that characterized the turn
of the century. The text gives a history of Monterey, a guide for the visitor, and
descriptions of the resources of the surrounding area, including Carmel, Pacific
Grove, Cyrpess Point, Hollister, Salinas, Castroville, etc. – areas renowned either
for their natural beauty and agricultural productivity. The brief sketches of the
smaller communities also include information on local businesses and government
officials, as well as a page-and-a-half description of “Our Chinese Colony.” Both
Cowan and Howes give a pagination of 128 pages. In our copy, the text on page
127 ends with four-line erratum and page 128 contains ads. This is followed by
advertisement pages numbered 1-4, followed by another series of ads with pages
numbered 129-152, indicating that there are at least two issues of this work. A copy
such as ours, with several more advertisement pages, would seem to be preferred.
COWAN, p.438. ROCQ 5512. HOWES M738.
$750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

A Night of Theatre in Oakland, Featuring Minstrels,
Chinese Bell Ringers, and a “Transformation” Scene
3. [California Theatre]: DIETZ OPERA HOUSE! OAKLAND. THE GRANDEST EXHIBITION IN THE WORLD. McDONOUGH & EARNSHAW’S
ROYAL MARIONETTES! FOR ONE WEEK ONLY....ORDER OF PROGRAMME – PART FIRST. CHRISTY MINSTRELS.... [Oakland? N.d., ca.
1874]. Handbill, 8¾ x 4½ inches, printed on yellow paper. Old light folds, else fine.
Scarce handbill advertising a night’s entertainment at the Dietz Opera House,
the first theatre in Oakland, located at the corner of Webster and 12th streets.
Shows began there around 1874 and continued until 1905, and the theatre hosted
stars such as Buffalo Bill and Sarah Bernhardt. Along with McDonough & Earnshaw’s Royal Marionettes and the Christy Minstrels, part three of the night’s
entertainment is a performance called “Sports of the Fantoccini,” composed of
Chinese bell ringers and “Brigham Young and Family.” In an 1896 San Francisco
Call article about theatrical manager Mark Thall, he claims to have been present
for McDonough and Earnshaw shows at the theatre “with the first company that
opened the old Dietz Opera-house,” a date he places at 1870. But since shows did
not begin at the Dietz until around 1874, we place the printing of this broadside
at that date.
$250.

Rare Depression-Era Chinese-American
Telephone Directory for San Francisco
4. [Chinese-American Directory]: CHINESE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
MARCH, 1933 SAN FRANCISCO. [San Francisco]: The Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company, 1933. 32pp. including illustrated advertisement. Original printed brown wrappers, stapled. Wrappers somewhat stained, beginning to
tear around staples, two holes punched in upper left for hanging. Evenly tanned,
some chips and insect holes in the margins, rarely touching text. Later newsletter
article laid in. Good plus.
A Depression-era telephone directory published by the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company to serve San Francisco’s considerable Chinese community,
printed almost entirely in Chinese except for an advertisement on the final page
which encourages telephone owners to use their phones for inter-city calls. The
early 1930s were a difficult time for most Americans, particularly those who had
emigrated from overseas. This directory was published the same year Prohibition
was repealed and San Francisco’s Chinatown began to rebuild as a tourist destination, employing a large number of those who were struggling with the Great
Depression. Also laid in to this copy is a clipping from a later issue of Openline,
Pacific Telephone’s monthly newsletter. The clipping tells the story of the first
coast-to-coast telephone ceremony in 1915, which included a conversation between the manager of San Francisco’s Chinatown phone exchange and a Chinese
passenger agent for Southern Pacific Railroad in Boston, with a photographic
illustration of the San Francisco Chinese Telephone Exchange. Not individually
cataloged on OCLC.
$800.

Scarce WWII-Era Chinese-American Phone Directory for the Bay Area
5. [Chinese-American Directory]: [Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company]:
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND CHINESE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY MARCH 1940 [wrapper title]. [San Francisco]: The Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company, 1940. 36pp, printed in two columns, almost entirely in
Chinese. Original printed green wrappers, stapled, hole punched in upper left
corner to hang near a phone. Wrappers a bit stained. Light dampstain to fore
margin throughout, and to bottom of last few pages. Very good, in uncommonly
sturdy and clean condition for this type of publication.
A rare World War II-era phone directory published by the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company to serve the local Chinese community for San Francisco and
Oakland. This telephone directory is printed almost entirely in Chinese, save for
the text on the wrappers and the page numbers. On the whole, the Chinese population in the United States benefited from the vilification of Japanese Americans
during the war as they took considerable pains to differentiate themselves and
contribute to the war effort while also stepping in to many previously Japaneseowned businesses. The visit of Soong Mei-Ling (First Lady of the Republic of
China) to San Francisco the same year of this directory was also extraordinarily
successful in improving the public standing of Chinese communities, and the
next year Chinese-American contributions to the war effort would finally lead
to the repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act, although significant restrictions on
immigration from China remained for several decades.
$750.

Rare Post-War Chinese-American Telephone Directory
6. [Chinese-American Directory]: [Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company]: SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND CHINESE TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY AUGUST 1947 [wrapper title]. [San Francisco]: The Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1947. [2],44pp., printed in two columns, almost entirely in Chinese. Original printed green wrappers, stapled, hole punched
in upper left corner to hang near a telephone. Two ink stamps of the “official
Directory Library” in San Francisco on front wrapper. Occasional pencil annotations to lower margin, small closed tear in upper outer corner of first leaf, else
remarkably clean and unmarked. Near fine.
Scarce post-World War II telephone directory published by the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company to serve the local Chinese community for San Francisco
and Oakland, printed almost entirely in Chinese. The directory also includes
some information in English on the inside of the front wrapper, such as day and
night rates for station-to-station and person-to-person calls from numerous locations in California. The stamp of the Directory Library on the front wrapper
places its address at 445 Bush Street – the headquarters of the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company was a
major player in San Francisco from its inception in 1906.
By and large, the Chinese-American community benefited from the vilification of
the Japanese during the war, and distinguished themselves to the government and
the greater population through their wartime efforts. This directory was printed
in 1947, in the narrow window of time after the war, but before the People’s
Republic of China was formed in 1949. The new government in China and the
slow repeal of the Chinese Exclusion act began a second wave of immigration
which transformed the landscape for Chinese Americans yet again.
$375.

Filled with Illustrated Ads
7. [Chinese-American Directory]: SAN FRANCISCO CHINESE DIRECTORY INCLUDING OAKLAND-EAST BAY SECTION 1950 [wrapper
title]. San Francisco: Jimmy Lum Advertising Service, 1950. 108pp., including
illustrations. Text in Chinese and English. Quarto. Original pictorial wrappers,
stapled. Wrappers a bit creased and lightly soiled; spine, top and fore edges slightly
chewed, otherwise quite clean. Hole punched in upper left corner for hanging.
A few contemporary pencil corrections but quite clean internally. Good plus.
A rare Chinese directory for San Francisco and the East Bay Area, printed throughout in Chinese and English and featuring numerous illustrated advertisements for
businesses operated by and for Chinese residents. While there is an Oakland-East
Bay section, the majority of the directory is devoted to San Francisco and its
immediate surroundings. The advertisements vary widely, including import and
export businesses, car services, restaurants and clubs, printing services, insurance,
funeral homes, and more. Also includes a two-page street map of San Francisco’s
Chinatown labeled in English and Chinese. OCLC records only the copies at the
California Historical Society and Stanford, and there also appear to be copies at
the Bancroft Library, and the San Francisco Public Library.
LAI, A HISTORY RECLAIMED 366. OCLC 163826878.
$600.

Photo of a Prominent Chinese Businessman in Early Portland
8. [Chinese-American Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH OF PROMINENT
CHINESE BUSINESSMAN, SEID BACK, IN FRONT OF HIS STORE IN
PORTLAND, OREGON]. [Portland. ca. 1900]. Single sepia-tone photograph, 6
x 7¾ inches, mounted on black card stock, 9 x 11 inches. Photograph a bit faded,
very minor crease near top edge. Near fine.
Original photographic print showing Chinese-American merchant Seid Back and
three other men standing in front of his store at 146 Second Street in Portland,
Oregon, with a sign above the doorway with his name and “General Commission
Merchants.” The three other men in the photograph all appear to be of Chinese descent as well, and were likely either employees or friends of Back. Seid
Back, pictured here in a vest before the slightly open door, was one of the most

prominent Chinese Americans in Oregon in the 19th century and is credited with
maintaining an unusually comfortable relationship between Portland’s Chinese
community and the White majority. Coming to America at the age of seventeen, Back worked a number of jobs as a laborer before saving enough money to
move to Oregon and open the general store seen in this photograph. Among his
other ventures, Back found work for many other Chinese Americans through his
contracting business, hosted sumptuous banquets for wealthy Oregonians, and
sponsored local and international civic organizations. While his business dealings
were always characterized by the utmost honesty, he was also accused of smuggling
immigrants and opium into the country. A nice photograph of an interesting and
important figure from Portland’s Chinese community at the turn of the century.
OREGON ENCYCLOPEDIA (online).
$500.

Official Customs Documents
for a Major Hong Kong Company Trading in San Francisco
9. [Chinese Americana]: [Chong Wo Company]: [SHIPPING INVOICE
AND CUSTOMS DOCUMENTS FOR A LARGE SHIPMENT OF RICE,
SUGAR, AND OIL SENT FROM A CHINESE SHIPPING COMPANY IN
HONG KONG TO THEIR PARTNER COMPANY IN SAN FRANCISCO].
[Hong Kong & San Francisco]. April-July, 1864. Two manuscript documents and
one partially printed form, completed in manuscript: Partially printed Hong Kong
Customs Declaration forms numbered 143 and 144, together on one folded sheet;
Shipping invoice written in manuscript on blue lined paper; Manuscript form of
the U.S. Appraiser’s Office in San Francisco, with printed letterhead. All three
documents tipped into contemporary orange wrappers docketed in manuscript.
Minimal splitting along some folds. Scattered manuscript notes and marginal
calculations. U.S. Consulate of Hong Kong’s blind-stamp and seal on invoice and
declaration forms. Very good.
A shipping invoice for large amounts of rice, sugar, and oil shipped by the Chong
Wo company in Hong Kong, destined for sale by Wing Wo Sang & Co. in San
Francisco, along with the American consulate in Hong Kong’s certificate and
letter from the U.S. appraiser’s office. This small grouping of documents is
illustrative of the trans-Pacific trade in goods between China and California in
the post-Gold Rush era, and the increasing connectedness of commerce between
Asia and the United States.
Chong Wo, owned by Chiu Yu Tin, was an enormous international trading company based in Hong Kong which exemplified the distributed yet interconnected
nature of Chinese businesses in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Through
the use of partner or liaison companies, called ‘lianhao’, Chiu Yu Tin became the
head of a world-spanning business and communications network stretching from
Hong Kong to San Francisco to Peru. Wing Wo Song & Co. was an early one of
these lianhao for Chong Wo, and gave Chiu Yu Tin a foothold in the Americas.
The present shipping invoice and connected documents record the transfer of a
large quantity of rice, sugar, and oil shipped from Hong Kong to San Francisco
on board the ship “Derby,” for a total sum (including a $2.50 ‘U.S. Am. Consulate stamp fee” and $10 of “Boat & Coolie hire” expenses) of $9924, but in fact
$10,171.08 after the import duty imposed on arrival in America. The consular
forms are signed by Horace N. Congar, the U.S. Consul in Hong Kong, and by a
representative of the Chong Wo Company (in Chinese characters, but identified
as “owner” in English). The shipment was sent off by Chong Wo on April 28,
1864 and received by their partners at Wing Wo Sang & Co. in San Francisco
on July 13.
“Together and separately, Chong Wo and Wing Wo Sang carried on a thriving and
large-scale trade, with Chong Wo in Hong Kong frequently sending Wing Wo

Sang large amounts of rice, opium, and cooking oil and Wing Wo Sang shipping
flour and quicksilver in return. Wing Wo Sang was a major exporter of quicksilver and was listed as a shipper on almost every ship that carried the mineral….
The establishment of Wing Wo Sang and other firms in which Chong Wo had
an interest benefited Chong Wo in multiple ways, far beyond just facilitating its
import-export trade. Through Wing Wo Sang, for instance, Chong Wo was able
to invest in gold mines, an opportunity that many Chinese in Hong Kong must
have craved but that would have been impossible without the proper agent” – Sinn.
An interesting group of fully signed, stamped, and effected documents representative of the thriving international business carried on by Chinese merchants in
America, Hong Kong, and across the world in the 19th century.
Elizabeth Sinn, “Pacific Ocean: Highway to Gold Mountain, 1850-1900” in Pacific Historical Review 83, No. 2. (Oakland: University of California Press, 2014).
$850.

Five issues of this edifying and entertaining English-language magazine
from San Francisco’s Chinatown, one of the first English-language periodicals written by Chinese Americans for Chinese Americans. The Chinese
Digest began publication in late 1935, and operated as a weekly until the
end of 1936 before transitioning to a monthly publication in 1937 and
1938. Struggling finances allowed it to put out only three issues in 1939
and two in 1940 before shuttering its operations. This grouping contains
the March and December issues of 1937, December 1938 issue, and both
of the 1940 issues.
“In the 1930s the war in Asia, provoked by Japan’s invasion of Manchuria
and then China, sent waves across the Pacific that forced many Nisei and
American-born Chinese to confront, head on, their political and cultural
perspectives as children of Asian immigrants with U.S. citizenship. During 1935, Thomas W. Chinn founded the Chinese Digest in San Francisco
with those local and international tensions in mind. He announced in
the first issue that the magazine’s writers would combat the stereotype of
‘the Chinese as a sleepy Celestial enveloped in mists of opium fumes or a
halo of Oriental philosophy...[while keeping] alive the culture of the old
world.’ He also sought to highlight the economic and social welfare of
U.S. Chinatowns. Chinn wanted the Chinese Digest not merely to ‘chronicle
the present-day life of Chinese in America’ but also to cover ‘Far Eastern
news and events’ in order to ‘give the truth on the Far East fearlessly and
directly’” – Friday, p.147.

One of the Most Significant Sources
on America’s Interwar Chinese Community
10. [Chinese Americana]: [California]: CHINESE DIGEST. San Francisco.
1937-1940. Five issues. 24; 24; 20; 24; 40pp., including numerous illustrations and
printed advertisements, plus one mailing envelope. Quarto periodical. Original
pictorial wrappers, stapled. Some light tanning and soiling to most issues. Manuscript signature of Chinese-American actor and public figure Chingwah Lee on
envelope. Very good plus.

This well-illustrated periodical contains a wealth of details about life for
Chinese Americans in the 1930s, including local news and gossip about
cultural events as well as reports on developments in the increasingly
tumultuous far East. It was cofounded with Chinn by actor and public
figure Chingwah Lee, “one of the most influential San Franciscans of the
20th century” (Fong, p.37). Lee began his public efforts at a young age,
founding the Chinese Boy Scouts Troop 3 in 1914, which served as honor
guard to President Taft at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition the
next year. He later spoke publicly at numerous conferences, organized
several community groups, and appeared in the 1937 Hollywood adaptation
of The Good Earth. Included with this collection of issues is an envelope
addressed to famed naturalist, marine biologist, and explorer Dr. William
Beebe (and which was apparently returned to sender). The envelope also
contains the return address stamp of the Chinese Digest, signed in manuscript
by Chingwah Lee. An invaluable source on the Chinese-American population in
the years leading up to World War II, written about, for, and by that community.
Chris Friday, “Recasting Identities: American-born Chinese and Nisei in the
Era of the Pacific War” in Richard White & John M. Findlay, editors, Power and
Place in the North American West (Seattle, 2015). Atha Fong, “Chingwah Lee: San
Francisco Chinatown’s Renaissance Man” in The Journal of the Chinese Historical
Society of America (San Francisco: UCLA Asian American Studies Center, 2011),
pp.37-48.
$350.

Scarce Tribute to Chinese Americans in WWII
11. [Chinese Americana]: [World War II]: HUAYI JUNREN JINIANCE [cover
title in Chinese characters]. THE MEMOIR 1947. San Francisco: Published by
the Chick Char Club, 1947. [110]pp., profusely illustrated, text in English and
Chinese. Quarto. Original gilt pictorial green cloth. Contemporary ownership
inscription on front free endpaper and above one photo. Near fine.
A scarce publication from the Chick Char Club in San Francisco honoring the
service of Chinese Americans during World War II, particularly those from the
Bay Area. The Chick Char Club was an organization of Chinese Americans
focused on music and activism. The club was founded in San Francisco in 1937
in response to the influential visit of Chinese educator and activist Tao Xingzhi,
who briefly toured the United States urging Chinese Americans to support resistance to the mounting aggression of Japan. The group performed at Chinese
cultural events, rallies, and anti-Japanese protests before and during the war, and
continued to advocate for China and raise funds to send care packages to Chinese
Americans in the military.
The Memoir consists primarily of yearbook-style photographs of Chinese Americans
who served during the war, labeled with name and rank in English. In addition to
over ninety pages of these photos, there are about ten pages of images depicting
club events, including a protest to stop American scrap iron shipments to Japan.
Also included are a preface printed in Chinese by Gilbert Woo, the founder and
editor of the Chinese Pacific Weekly, and a brief preface written in English by
Lim P. Lee, a U.S. Army counterintelligence specialist, journalist, and Methodist
chaplain who later became the first Chinese-American postmaster of San Francisco. An ownership inscription on the front free endpaper reads “Property of
s/sgt. Johnny C. Lee,” who has also supplied his signature in blue pen above his
portrait in the yearbook.
OCLC records only four copies worldwide: at the San Francisco Public Library,
the California State Library, and the University of California at Berkeley Asian
American Studies Library in the United States, and one at the State Library of
New South Wales in Australia. A remarkably well-maintained copy of this publication commemorating the war efforts of Chinese Americans in World War II.
LAI, A HISTORY RECLAIMED 550.
$975.

A rare print satirizing one of the leaders
of the anti-Chinese movement in San
Francisco. The image depicts Denis
Kearney, president of the Workingmen’s Party of California and a leading
anti-Chinese agitator. The Working
Man’s Party resented Chinese workers’
acceptance of lower wages, harsher
conditions, and longer hours than most
white workers. Kearney is shown in
jail behind bars, with a ball and chain
attached to his leg, wearing a striped
uniform, and below a sign that reads:
“House of Correction 181.” He is
taunted by six Chinese men who hold
socks and a washboard, fish and crabs,
and cigars, signifying some of the jobs
being taken by Chinese laborers. The
skewered fish carries the words “Black
Friday.” Kearney often capped his
incendiary addresses with the slogan
“The Chinese must go,” and this print
satirizes that phrase in its title, as well
as giving a stereotyped “Chinese” pronunciation of Kearney’s name. Kearney was arrested in late 1877 or early
1878 for violating a gag law, and was
also implicated in fomenting a riot
in July, 1877, which resulted in four
deaths. Those events almost certainly
occasioned this print.

Colored Print Satirizing the Leader
of the Anti-Chinese Movement in San Francisco
12. [Chinese Immigration]: THE TABLES TURNED. YOU SABE HIM?
KEALNEY MUST GO! [San Francisco]: Published by I.N. Choynski, Antiquarian, [ca. 1877]. Colored lithograph, 10¾ x 14 inches. Upper left corner chipped,
and shallow chip in upper edge, in neither case intruding into the image. Lightly
tanned, minor soiling in blank margin. About very good.

This print most often appears in a tinted format, and occasionally uncolored.
This copy is fully colored, and is the
first such that we have seen. The print
was published by I.N. Choynski, a San
Francisco journalist and antiquarian
bookseller. Choynski was the publisher of a muckraking journal called Public
Opinion, which exposed anti-Semitism and political corruption. The Irish-born
Kearney, an anti-immigrant rabble rouser, would have been a natural target for
Choynski’s barbs. From what we can find, this is the only such print published
by Choynski. Not in Peters’ California on Stone. We locate copies at the San
Francisco Museum of Fine Arts, Stanford, UC Berkeley, the California Institute of
Government Studies, the Library of Congress, the American Antiquarian Society,
and the Newberry Library.
OCLC 37123000.
$950.

Important, Early Colorado Directory
13. [Colorado Directory]: Wallihan, S.S., compiler: THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIRECTORY AND COLORADO GAZETTEER, FOR 1871.... Denver:
S.S. Wallihan & Co., [1870]. 442pp., plus [7]pp. of ads at the front, [59]pp. of
ads at the rear, and [144]pp. of ads interspersed in the text. Original blue cloth
stamped in gilt. Minor edge wear and light soiling to boards. Internally clean.
Very good plus.
This directory, here in its first year of publication, is an extremely detailed compendium of information and statistics on virtually every aspect of Colorado territory, covering its history, geography and geology, natural resources, etc. “This
Directory gives useful information on the early territorial history of Colorado,
including the various conventions and forms of government in the early days,
railroads, colonization, and early mining” – Streeter. The volume also includes
an accurate directory for Denver, Golden City, Black Hawk, Central City, Nevada,
Idaho, Georgetown, Greeley, Colorado City, Pueblo, Trinidad, etc. An appendix
for the Denver directory includes the noted western artist, A.E. Mathews (who
had recently published Gems of Rocky Mountain Scenery), and the Chinese tea
dealer, Tang Fee. This text is further supplemented by more than 200 pages of
advertisements for local businesses. A more useful and comprehensive guide to
pre-statehood Colorado would be difficult to find.
Though published in Denver by Samuel Wallihan (who also edited the work),
this book was printed in Chicago, and is therefore also an example of a Chicago
ante-fire imprint. However, it is not listed in the American Imprints Inventory
list of Ante-Fire imprints, nor is it in Eberstadt, Graff, or Decker. Howell paid
$110 for the Streeter copy in 1969.
HOWES C611. WYNAR 1905, 3794. SABIN 72459. STREETER SALE 4280.
$2000.

Attack on the Chinese in San Francisco,
with a Very Important Map of the City’s Chinatown:
A Presentation Copy
14. Farwell, Willard B.: THE CHINESE AT HOME AND ABROAD. TOGETHER WITH THE REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF SAN FRANCISCO, ON THE CONDITION OF THE CHINESE QUARTER OF THAT CITY. San Francisco:
A.L. Bancroft, 1885. [2],iii,[3],118,114pp., plus colored folding map. Original
terracotta cloth, gilt. Cloth lightly soiled, light wear at spine ends and corners.
Presentation inscription on front free endpaper (see below). Very clean internally.
A near fine copy.
A presentation copy, inscribed by Farwell on the front free endpaper, “Hon. J.K.
Luttrell with the compliments of W.B. Farwell.” John K. Luttrell (1831-93) was
a lawyer, miner, and member of the United States House of Representatives from
California from 1873 to 1879. Cowan notes that he gave an anti-Chinese speech
on the floor of the House in 1878.
A significant anti-Chinese text with an important map of San Francisco’s Chinatown. Willard Farwell, a member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
produced this volume, which actually contains two separate texts – the first an
indictment of Chinese immigrants and their lifestyles in China and in the United
States, and the second a report of a special committee of the San Francisco

Board of Supervisors with revelations that Farwell characterizes as “striking, and
indeed shocking” about life in the “Chinese quarter” in San Francisco. Farwell
lays his racism plain in the preface, asserting that his goal is to “show, first, what
are the salient features of Chinese manners and customs at home; to expose, so far
as reference to recognized authorities will permit, the vices, low grade of morality,
cruelties, and all the general evil qualities which the race possess” and that the
Chinese are “a race unfit in every aspect of life to mingle with and exist among
a Christian community.” The first text is an attack on the character of Chinese
at home and abroad, arguing that the Chinese race is “inhuman” and will never
assimilate into American culture, that cheap Chinese labor is a threat to workers
in California, that the Chinese are responsible for the introduction and spread of
leprosy in the United States, and that they are also responsible for the scourge
of opium addiction. The first part concludes with a chapter on “The Races in
Conflict,” and includes a brief mention of the massacres of Chinese workers by
Whites in Wyoming and Washington. Hansen notes Farwell “repeats the slightest
hearsay or rumor, accepting it as fact.”
The report of the Special Committee of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors is the result of a door-to-door examination of “every floor and every room”
in Chinatown. It includes sections on Chinese women and children, “Chinese

Prostitution,” “White Prostitution in Chinatown” (often, it is contended, the
result of opium addiction), “White Women Living with Chinamen,” violations of
municipal, sanitary, and fire laws, the problems caused by Chinese labor, Chinese
children in public schools, and more. Though also racist in tone, this section does
contain some significant demographic information, especially on manufactures in
Chinatown, and does include a brief account of the Chinatown in Sacramento.
Farwell’s book has become famous largely due to the important map of Chinatown, which also appeared in separately-published San Francisco reports, and as
a separately-issued map. The map shows the area bounded by Broadway to the
north and California Street to the south, and by Kearney and Stockton streets
on the east and west. The map is highly-detailed and identifies every business
on the street-level of each building, color-coded by type of establishment. The
majority of the businesses fall under the category of “General Chinese Occupancy,” and include merchandise stores, tea rooms, lodgings, factories, stables,
sheds, butchers, barbers, restaurants, jewelers, and more. Other locations are
coded with colors representing more nefarious purposes, including “Chinese
gambling houses,” “Chinese prostitution,” “Chinese opium resorts,” Chinese
Joss Houses,” and “White prostitution.” A copy of the map alone recently sold
at auction for $15,000.
“For historians in search of a complete single work containing most of the indictments widely disseminated in the 1870s and 80s about the Chinese, this is probably
the best book” – Hansen. An important distillation of anti-Chinese sentiment,
with a remarkable and highly-significant map.
COWAN, CHINESE QUESTION, p.30. HANSEN, THE CHINESE IN CALIFORNIA, p.54. COWAN, p.204. ROCQ 9337. HOWELL 50:1480.
$5000.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Chinese Men Trained by Ford Motors
15. [Ford Motor Company]: [Chinese Photographica]: FORD CHINESE
STUDENTS CLUB – DETROIT – 1923 [manuscript caption title]. Detroit:
[Ford Motor Company], 1923. Panoramic silver gelatin photograph, approximately
6¾ x 31¾ inches. Minor soiling. A small closed tear in the image area repaired
on verso, minimal mirroring along the edges. Very good.
An attractive panoramic photograph capturing the 1923 class of Chinese students at the Ford Motor Company’s Service School. The ninety-five students
are ranged around three older Anglo-Americans, likely their instructors. They
all stand or sit before a large office building, with a factory and Ford automobiles shown at the right edge of the image. In the 1910s and 1920s, Henry Ford
turned some of his energy to sociological issues, which have come down through
history with mixed results. One of Ford’s most controversial notions was what
he called “Americanization,” essentially the assimilation of new immigrants into
the middle-class, mainstream American lifestyle. He opened Americanization
schools in Detroit to educate foreign workers, including his English language
school in 1914. This was a practical need for Ford, as by 1914 over 9,000 of
his 12,880 employees were foreign-born Americans or immigrants, largely from
pre-industrial or emerging-industrial countries. Though the assimilation seemed
to work for a while, Ford’s self-serving and paternalistic treatment of workers
ultimately failed, exacerbated by financial setbacks and a wartime economy. By
1920, the Americanization program and the English school were closed.
Another experimental training program of Henry Ford’s was the Ford Service
School, also known as the Ford School of Technology, started in 1917. The
late 1910s and early 1920s was an international boom time for the Ford Motor
Company. Between 1917 (the year Ford opened the Service School) and 1925,
Ford opened assembly plants in Ireland, England, France, Denmark, Germany,

Austria, Argentina, Japan, South Africa, and Australia. Not surprisingly, Ford
needed workers to build, staff, and train employees in foreign assembly plants
and dealerships. The Ford Service School trained hundreds of young workers
from over thirty countries in Latin America, Europe, and Asia.
In his 1981 journal article on Latin American workers at the Ford Service School,
Dennis Nodin Valdés notes the creation of a Latin American Students Club in
1920, which met at a Detroit YMCA until at least 1926. Scholarly literature is all
but silent on the Ford Service School’s history and impact on Chinese students,
but the club pictured in the present photograph likely sprang up around the same
time and for the same purposes.
“The school operated on Ford’s rather simple personal philosophy that what
was good for Ford was good for the world. He believed that industrial capitalist penetration of foreign markets, via Ford products, provided political and
economic stability and a higher level of civilization for the countries affected,
while it provided profits for the corporation. The Service School fit into that
philosophy quite neatly, for it enabled Ford to penetrate the foreign market more
effectively. Trained students could offer leadership and skills necessary for setting
up and operating the expanding Ford empire of dealerships and assembly plants
that began to appear there in the late 1910s and 1920s. Prior to that time, Ford
products were sold in Latin America through agents in the United States. The
use of sales branches and assembly plants thus represented a more efficient and
profitable way of dealing with these foreign markets” – Valdés.
An interesting image and an important artifact for students of labor history, foreign
business relations, and the history of education in the United States and China.
Dennis Nodin Valdés, “Perspiring Capitalists: Latinos and the Henry Ford Service
School, 1918-1928” in Aztlan (Fall 1981, Vol. 12, Issue 2), pp.227-39.
$1750.

The Beginnings of Organized Georgism,
with an Extremely Rare Broadside
16. George, Henry: WHY WORK IS SCARCE, WAGES LOW, AND LABOR
RESTLESS A LECTURE...DELIVERED IN METROPOLITAN TEMPLE,
SAN FRANCISCO, MARCH 26, 1878. [with:] TO THE VOTERS OF SAN
FRANCISCO [caption titles]. [San Francisco: Printed for the Land Reform
League, 1878]. 15,[1]pp., plus pasted-in broadside campaign flyer, 8 x 3½ inches.
Modern three-quarter leather and marbled boards. Foxing, minor repair to upper
gutter of first leaf. Campaign flyer tanned. Very good.
The scarce Land Reform League printing of this highly influential political and
economic address by Henry George. This is one of three versions of George’s
lecture published in California in 1878, with no known priority.
This speech, delivered by George in San Francisco on March 26, was the first
public expression of the economic philosophy that would become known the world
over in the following year’s Progress and Poverty. The core of George’s ideology
was the single tax, in this case a single land tax. By taxing land but not labor,
George saw the way for America to maintain its traditions of entrepreneurial
freedom while promoting equity. George also touches on the Chinese Question
in his speech. While he is generally opposed to continued Chinese immigration,
he feels it is by far the lesser of the problems facing California, and that it is
being used as a distraction from the real issue:
“And yet, what has Chinese competition done, what is Chinese competition doing, but to push us a little faster in the direction which without it we are going?
If never another Chinamen crosses the Pacific, yet land monopoly continues, the
working classes of California must experience yet harder times, must descend to
still lower depths.” The final page of the pamphlet advertises the Land Reform
League of California, who sponsored the speech and were one of the first of many
hundreds if not thousands of organizations which would be founded worldwide
to promote George’s philosophy.
In this copy, attached to the top margin of page thirteen is an even more uncommon
political broadside, also by George in 1878, titled To the Voters of San Francisco.
A convention to revise California’s 1849 constitution was imminent, and George
saw it as an opportunity to implement some of the “principles which I warmly
cherish and have long advocated.” Campaigning to be selected as a delegate,
George outlines how he would implement his ideas into the new state constitution. Likely to appeal to voters, his stance here is a little bit harder on Chinese
immigration – that said, he implores (White) Californians to protect themselves
“not by mob violence or petty persecution, but by measures consistent with our
national traditions and the dignity of a free and sovereign state.” Other items
on his platform include the single tax and a reworking of the legal system so that
it would be easier to understand and “the advantages now given to wealth and
cunning be as far as possible reduced.”

Despite the explosion in popularity George would experience shortly afterwards,
this pamphlet is quite uncommon: this edition (with the “Printed for the Land
Reform League” imprint) is recorded by OCLC at only eight institutions: the
California Historical Society, the Bancroft Library, Yale, Harvard, the University
of Michigan, and the Library of Congress in the United States, Victoria University in New Zealand (where George’s influence was particularly great), and the
Chung-Yuan Christian University in Taiwan. The extremely rare To the Voters of
San Francisco is recorded in only a single copy, at Harvard University.
OCLC 12979153, 84123703.
$2500.

An Irish Immigrant Fights Chinese Exclusion
17. Healy, Patrick J.: REASONS FOR NON-EXCLUSION WITH COMMENTS ON THE EXCLUSION CONVENTION. San Francisco: Printed for
the author, 1902. 40pp., including illustration. Original printed yellow wrappers.
Wrappers lightly soiled, spine lightly sunned and chipped, adhesive beginning to
separate neatly from text block. Internally clean and bright. Very good.
A scarce pamphlet arguing against the renewal of the Chinese Exclusion Act, written by Irish immigrant Patrick J. Healy. An ardent and long-standing defender of
Chinese immigration to the United States, Healy defends the character and labor
of the Chinese, and critiques the recently-held Chinese Exclusion Convention.
The editorial cartoon reproduced as an illustration in the present work shows a
Mr. “Healee” standing behind a Chinese “coolie” as they both glare at an antiChinese sign posted to a wall on the “U.S. Frontier.”
The Chinese Exclusion Convention, held on November 20 and 21, 1901, was a
gathering of 3000 delegates from state, county, and municipal bodies as well as
civil, labor and commercial organizations with the mission to reenact the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882 and the Geary Act of 1892 barring Chinese immigration to
the United States. In this booklet, Healy tears apart the delegates to the convention and their speeches with incisive criticisms, acerbic wit, a keen eye for lies and
contradictions, and withering comparisons to historical acts of close-mindedness
and xenophobia. Of Irish birth himself, Healy was deeply aware of the often
harsh attitudes of Americans and Europeans towards immigrants:
“Mr. W.A. Cole said: ‘We have no quarrel with men because of their race.’ He
then enumerated the races that he would welcome. The Englishman first, then
the German, the Italian, and after them, if there is room enough, the Irishman.
Mr. Cole welcomed the ‘Irishman because he has proven by three hundred years
of struggle for human rights [against Anglo-Saxon tyranny] that when he becomes a part of this country he will appreciate and adopt its principles.’ That
is, after enduring the tyranny of a persecuting race, Pat is now asked to do some
persecuting himself. Let us hope that the Irishman, who is just now awakening
to the heritage of language and literature that is being restored to his race, will
be neither a passive nor an active instrument in withholding from any people the
rights that he claims for himself.”
Healy also held a rather pessimistic view of wage labor in the first place (“under
our feudal system of land tenure, wages is nothing more than a species of slavery,
much more profitable to the employer than would be chattel slavery if it could
be restored”), and had quite an open view of what it meant to be American: “It is
possible that there are sufficient immigrants and their descendants in the United
States of America and colonial dependencies to give the elemental factors necessary to the formation of that superb conglomerate, the Anglo-Afro-Celto-TeutoScando-Slavo-Tagalo-Saxon, which, for lack of more scientific nomenclature,
we call American.” Healy first came to San Francisco in 1869 and campaigned
extensively in favor of Chinese immigration for many years. This is one of four
works by him listed in Cowan’s bibliography of the Chinese Question. OCLC
records copies at only twelve institutions. Very scarce in the market: Rare Book
Hub notes only this copy at auction.
COWAN, CHINESE QUESTION, p.34. OCLC 6990016.
$2500.

Early Oregon Constitution, Denying the Vote
to Chinese, Blacks, and People of Mixed Race
18. [Oregon]: THE CONSTITUTION: TOGETHER WITH THE SESSION
LAWS OF OREGON, ENACTED DURING THE FIRST REGULAR SESSIONS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF OREGON, BEGUN, SEPT.
10, 1860. Salem: Asahel Bush, 1860. 111,9,5,6,[1]pp. 20th-century buckram, gilt
leather label. Some chipping to label, spotting to covers. Top corner of titlepage
clipped with no loss of text, ink notations, ink offsetting, and ink library stamp
on titlepage, ink stamp on first page of text, minor foxing, faint tideline on last
third of text. Good.
“First edition of the Constitution of the State of Oregon” – Rosenbach. The
constitution provides that “No negro, Chinaman, or mulatto shall have the right of
suffrage” nor any “idiot or insane person.” It also levies a two-dollar monthly tax
upon “every Chinaman engaged in mining gold in this State....” Accompanied by
an 1882 reprint of the Journal of the Constitutional Convention of the State of Oregon.
SABIN 57548. ROSENBACH 10:119. BELKNAP 508.
$1000.

Anti-Asian Sentiment Amidst the Mexican Revolution
19. Romero, José Maria: COMISION DE INMIGRACION DICTAMEN DEL
VOCAL INGENIERO JOSE MARIA ROMERO.... México: Imprenta de A.
Carranza e Hijos, 1911. viii,128pp. Original printed brown wrappers. Wrappers
chipped at corners and head of spine, light staining. Small tear in titlepage (not
affecting text), else quite clean internally. Good plus.
A scarce Mexican governmental report investigating the effects of immigration,
published in 1911 as part of the deadly wave of Sinophobia which came to a head
during the Mexican Revolution. After Mexico and China signed a Treaty of
Amity and Commerce in 1899, the already considerable Chinese immigration to
Mexico expanded significantly, and immigrants were able to establish successful
businesses throughout the country. In response to increased immigration and
economic involvement, in 1903 President Porfirio Diaz established a commission to
investigate the effect of immigration in Mexico. The investigation was completed
in 1904, but its findings were not made publicly available until the present work
was printed well into the revolution in 1911. Growing discontent with Chinese
immigrants was largely based on their perceived success and monopoly of certain
trades, including grocery and gardening. Anti-Chinese sentiment was also linked
to discontent with the Diaz administration, as the cheap labor of immigrants was
viewed as an integral part of his regime.
The “Romero Report,” as it is sometimes known, first examines immigration from
Europe to the United States, Canada, Australia, and Mexico, concluding that the
primary aim of European immigrants is economic opportunity and that they will
generally settle in places which climatically and culturally resemble their homelands,
allowing convenient assimilation. Romero asserts that immigration is not an issue
where assimilation is possible before, unsurprisingly, he goes on to suggest that it
is impossible for Chinese immigrants to assimilate into Western culture, resulting
in political, social, and economic strife. Determining that Chinese immigrants
are also responsible for the exodus of Mexican laborers and are “suitable only
for the most rudimentary tasks,” Romero comes to the eventual conclusion that
“It is not convenient to the national interests to allow unlimited immigration of
Chinese...whether individually or as a group, freely or under contract.”
The publication of this report almost immediately followed the Torreón Massacre, an event which Romero alludes to in his introduction. When Madero’s
rebel forces entered Torreón during the Mexican Revolution, they were followed
by a xenophobic mob that sacked the business district and brutally murdered
more than 300 Chinese men, women, and children, desecrating their bodies in
gruesome public displays. About fifty per cent of all Chinese immigrants in the
city were killed, and a diplomatic crisis between Mexico and China ensued. The
mob’s rampage did not end until ten hours later, when revolutionary general
Emilio Madero decreed that anyone who killed another Chinese person would
be executed in turn. Romero took the events of Torreón as evidence that he had
been right all along, writing in the Prologue to this publication (in translation):

“I considered that the publication would be useful and beneficial, since the recent
events in Torreón show that in addition to the social and economic problems associated with Asian immigration, serious dangers may arise in the future for the
tranquility of the Republic, from the permanence of those compact and dense
groups of Chinese in certain areas and in the middle of a heterogeneous population, forming true congestions in our economic and social body.”
A highly scarce and important government report from Mexico, published at the
nation’s height of xenophobia and turmoil. OCLC records only six copies: the
New York Public Library, the Bancroft Library, University of Southern California,
University of New Mexico, University of Texas at El Paso, and the Biblioteca
Nacional de México.
OCLC 22156697, 651557416.
$2500.

Scarce Sacramento Directory
20. [Sacramento Directory]: Draper, Robert E., compiler: SACRAMENTO
DIRECTORY FOR 1866. Sacramento: H.S. Crocker & Co., 1866. [2],201pp.,
including numerous illustrated advertisements, plus one leaf of additional advertisements. Pictorial advertisements on boards and pastedowns. Original printed
blue paper boards, rebacked in blue morocco, spine gilt. Boards rubbed. Faint
tideline throughout, heavier at beginning and end. Overall very good.
An important Sacramento directory, the first of three compiled by Robert E. Draper.
By 1866, Sacramento had a population of around 14,000 (Draper estimates it at
14,191). In addition to the extensive personal directory, this volume contains an
index with listings of businesses by type, copious illustrated advertisements for
companies including the Crocker printing firm, Dale & Co. music and toy store,
several undertakers, lawyers, hotels, and the Columbus Brewery. There is also a
full-page ad for the California Steam Navigation Company, which ran “fast and
splendid steamers” which ran boats from San Francisco to Sacramento, and from
Sacramento to Marysville and Red Bluff. Draper’s directory is also valuable for
a six-page appendix giving detailed information on some fifty newspapers. “A
full history of each cannot be given,” he writes at the start of the section, “yet
sufficient is stated to show that Sacramento may, with propriety, be denominated
the ‘Graveyard of newspapers.’” Those described include the Sacramento Bee (still
in publication today and noted in 1866 as “yet living, and shows signs of prosperity”) and the short-lived Chinese News. Also included are lists of state and county
political officers, churches, libraries, schools, and more. Draper writes in his
introduction that he had the pleasure (or displeasure) of personally interviewing
some 4,000 people in compiling this thorough directory:
“During the last two months the Compiler has had occasion in seeking information to address at least four thousand different persons....He met the gentlemanly
and truly business man, always courteous, polite and free to communicate any
desired fact. The snob, who by chance or accident holds position in society, is
seldom above the blackguard, and always beneath a man. The upstart in business
whose pretended hurry in trade causes him to defer till another day, what could
have been done in five minutes. The leech in traffic who dares not be detained
in conversation for a few minutes, lest some one should pass without being solicited in trade. The wise man, whose knowledge is too extensive to condescend
to impart any thereof in the purposes of a City Directory. The blackguard, who
prefers making his comrades laugh to uttering a plain truth. The fool, who refused to give any information at all, swearing at the same time that Sacramento
never had a Directory correctly made.”
Draper is more than happy to point these people out in their directory entries,
such as at the Union Restaurant where “no information as to the name of the
proprietor could be obtained; he seemed to think that a Directory had some
connection with taxation. All he would say was – mine sine by gar, Sacra nunda
mine sine.” Draper is also perfectly willing to supply his opinions on residents
unbidden, as is the case with “Emmerson Anthony, col, doing nothing as usual,”

“Pepper Wm., col, labors when he can find anything to do; very doubtful!”, and,
in fact, quite a few other African-American residents of the city. A typical entry
in the alphabetical directory provides a person’s name, profession, race (ranging
from “colored somewhat,” to “colored considerably”), address, and place of origin.
The information reveals a strikingly international population with a considerable
preponderance of German and Irish residents, but also inhabitants from such far
off lands as Chile, Rio de Janeiro, and, very rarely, China, most of them brought
to California by the Gold Rush and dreams of riches.
The section describing railroads also excitedly notes the impending completion
of the Transcontinental Railway:
“The Central Pacific Railroad is one of the links of the great overland chain that
will connect the Pacific with the Atlantic, and bind together more closely the
interests, affections, and sympathies of the people who reside in the respective
sections, and prove an incalculable blessing to the whole nation....The ‘forty-niner,’
who plodded his way across the inhospitable plains, and with difficulty goaded
his almost worn out oxen to ascend the rugged slopes of the Sierra Nevadas, may
yet have an opportunity to enjoy a flying visit by ‘rail’ to his former home, and
relate what a great work has been done in this time.”
OCLC locates copies at the Huntington Library, New-York Historical Society,
Santa Barbara Historical Society, DeGolyer Library, Harvard, and the California
Historical Society. Quebedeaux adds only the California State Library, UCLA,
Bancroft, and the Library of Congress. There is also a copy at Yale. A scarce,
detailed, and valuable look at California’s state capital just before the completion
of the transcontinental railroad led to an explosion of growth.
QUEBEDEAUX 55. ROCQ 6529. HOWES D487, “aa.” OCLC 228733812,
11807342 EBERSTADT 131:109. NORRIS CATALOGUE 3349.
$2750.

Rare Seattle and King County Directory
21. [Seattle Directory]: McIsaac, C.H. & Co.: C.H. McISAAC & CO’S SEATTLE CITY AND KING COUNTY DIRECTORY 1885-86...VOLUME I
[all published]. Portland: C.H. McIsaac & Co., 1885. 3-234pp. plus four colored
advertisement leaves interspersed throughout. Lacking pp.1-2 (front board and
pastedown) and 235 (rear pastedown) due to rebinding. Occasional pencil notations
throughout (see below). Modern half burgundy buckram and tan cloth boards,
spine gilt. Occasional faint tanning, otherwise near fine. Without the advertising
text on the original front board and pastedowns.
A rare and early Seattle residential and commercial directory produced just a few
years before Washington statehood. The contents of the directory can be summed
up by the subtitle, which reads: “An alphabetically arranged list of business firms,
farmers and private citizens – a classified list of all trades, professions, and pursuits
– a miscellaneous directory, city and county officers, terms of court, public and
private schools, churches, banks, incorporated institutions, secret and benevolent
societies, etc., etc.” In this particular copy, a former owner has noted in pencil
several Chinese business owners, including: “Sing Lee, laundry, n s Washington
bet 5th and 6th” (p.147), “Tai Wing, cigars, s s Mill bet 2d and 3d” (p.154), “Wa
Chong, general store n e cor 3d and Washington” (p.160), and “Yik Shing Tong,
physician, w s 2d bet Washington and Main” (p.168), along with several others.
In addition to the directory listings, there are advertisements peppered throughout,
including a fourteen-page section before the titlepage, occasional ads in the text,
a handful of pages at the conclusion, and four additional advertisement leaves.
The businesses are the expected mix of Pacific Northwest products and services:
photographers, hotels, liquor and wine dealers, grocers, newspapers (namely Die
Tribuene, “the oldest German paper in Washington Territory”), shipbuilders,
furriers, stone cutters, breweries, and railroads (with a full-page route map of
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway near the rear). One of the fullpage insert ads shows an engraved view of Yesler College in Seattle (a boarding
school established by Seattle founder, Henry Yesler), while another touts scenic
Tacoma, billed as the “Western Terminus” for the North Pacific Railroad; the
ad is accompanied by promotional text and contact information for land agent
George W. Traver. A full-page ad for the University of Washington Territory
appears on page 159.
Not in Soliday. OCLC lists only five copies: Yale, New York Historical Society,
Washington State Library, Seattle Public Library, University of Washington
(lacking three leaves). Rare and significant.
OCLC 671875477, 18265212, 42339626.
$2000.

Vivid Account by a Canadian in the California Gold Rush
22. Shaw, Pringle: RAMBLINGS IN CALIFORNIA; CONTAINING A
DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY, LIFE AT THE MINES, STATE
OF SOCIETY, etc. INTERSPERSED WITH CHARACTERISTIC ANECDOTES, AND SKETCHES FROM LIFE, BEING THE FIVE YEARS’
EXPERIENCE OF A GOLD DIGGER. Toronto: James Bain, [n.d., ca. 1856].
239pp. Half title. 12mo. Original blindstamped brown cloth, gilt title on front
cover. Minor edge wear, spine sunned, joints expertly repaired. Tiny ink stain on
fore-edge. Internally clean. Very good. In a half brown morocco clamshell case.
A rare account of gold prospecting in California, by a Canadian miner and local
magistrate. Shaw went to California in 1851, prospected in the Yuba district, and
stayed for five years. He provides vivid details about mining, immigrant groups,
individuals, etc., with several interesting sections on the state of the southern
districts, including Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, and San Diego. “...This little
book has much to commend it. After descriptions of the people, the mines and
‘the face of the country,’ Shaw tells some good yarns about the mines and miners
of the Sierra foothills” – Wheat. “Shaw, through this detailed volume, attempted
to convey to the reader a true sense of what to expect in California. He included
a fine account of the varied types of people found, with emphasis on the Chinese.
He also added an elaborate depiction of mining methods and a general portrait
of all the California counties, missions, and agricultural resources” – Kurutz.
The Streeter copy sold to the Carnegie Book Shop for $50 in 1968, bidding for
the Clements Library at the University of Michigan.
HOWES S348. STREETER SALE 2855. TPL 8607. SABIN 79954. KURUTZ
570. ROCQ 16051. WHEAT GOLD RUSH 184. COWAN, p.580.
$2000.

Exceedingly Rare Telegraph Code Book for Law Enforcement
23. Tompkins, Paul Garnett: TOMPKINS’ SHERIFFS’ TELEGRAPH CODE.
FOR USE OF SHERIFFS, DETECTIVES, U.S. MARSHALS, SECRET
SERVICE AGENTS AND THEIR DEPUTIES. [Los Angeles: Howard A.
Miller Co., 1905]. 180,[7]pp., including illustrated charts. 12mo. Original black
leather, edges stained red. Light shelf wear, staining to some isolated pages. Very
good plus.
An exceedingly rare and interesting telegraph code book published in Los Angeles in 1905, aimed at use by police officers and other law enforcement officials.
Commercial telegraph codes arose as a cost-saving measure almost immediately
upon widespread use of the telegraph, allowing phrases or entire sentences to be
reduced to single words. Due to their popularity and the difficulty they imposed
on telegraph operators, the International Telegraph Union placed restrictions on
the words used by coded telegrams, placing a limit of ten letters in 1903 (a fact
which is referenced by Tompkins in his introduction). Tompkins also places a
premium on the secrecy afforded by his codebook – a factor which was not relevant for most telegraph codes.
From the preface:
“The purpose of this book is to place in the hands of Officers of the law a convenient, economical, and secret method of sending telegrams between themselves, in
the pursuit of malefactors, and in the transaction of their business, generally....No
printing, or marks indicating [this book’s] nature, has been placed on the outside
of the cover, for the reason that officers do not always care to advertise their
mission, while writing or reading a telegram and can safely take the book from
the pocket in a crowd without disclosing the nature of their business.”
The author supplies eight basic categories for identifying a suspect (name, nativity,
age, height, weight, hair color, and eye color), but provides dozens more themes
for phrase building, including gait, habits, “character,” and dress. Among many
hundreds more, codewords found in this volume refer to: ages (from one to one
hundred); “arrest for bigamy”; bloodhounds; over one hundred types of hats and
caps along with a multi-axis chart for describing a hat in more detail; “Habits,”
including “carries thumbs in armholes of vest,” “chews tobacco,” “chews tobacco
incessantly,” and “fond of the company of women”; hairstyles (including pompadour); several pages of horse descriptors; a complicated table for generating unique
identifying marks on the face or anywhere on the body; dangers of lynching or mob
violence; “selling liquor to Indians”; and a long list of society pins, buttons, and
charms (including the Odd Fellows and YMCA). One particular section contains
codes referring to Chinese men, and another to African Americans.
Quite rare, this code book is not recorded on OCLC, and Rare Book Hub records
no copies sold. The only copy we locate anywhere is at the Library of Congress.
An extremely detailed and interesting look at the techniques and vocabulary used
by police officers at the turn of the 20th century, as well as contemporary laws,
morals, and fashion.
LCCN 05038482.
$1500.

Buying Exotic Mongolian Jade in Omaha
24. [Trans-Mississippi Exposition]: [China]: YEE HONG TONG, DIRECT
FROM CHINA. INTERNATIONAL HALL, OMAHA, NEB. No. 2881.
MONGOLIAN JADE-STONE CARVINGS [caption title]. Omaha. [1898].
Broadside, approximately 10½ x 7¾ inches. Previously folded, some separations
along old fold lines. Tanned, corners slightly chipped. Good.
A curious survival from the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition held in Omaha,
promoting the sale of Mongolian jade carvings at a booth in the International
Hall of the fair. The advertisement emphasizes the obscurity of the region of
origin (“the Chinese population could not understand their Mongolian brothers
except through writing”) and the convoluted journey of the artwork to America
(“carried in wicker baskets suspended on a pole resting on the shoulders of two
men”). “Were it not for the fact that the workers receive but a small daily wage,
hundreds of dollars would be represented in many of the pieces; as it is, it is possible to dispose of them at moderate prices. An opportunity is thus offered to
lovers of the curious and the beautiful to secure something entirely new in the
art world, something too, of great artistic merit.”
$225.
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